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  BUSINESS LAW & BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING 
 

Question No. 1 is Compulsory. Answer any four question from the remaining five questions. 
Wherever necessary, suitable assumptions should be made and disclosed by way of note 

forming part of the answer.  
Working Notes should from part of the answer.  

 

 

Answer 1:  

(a) According to Section 29 of Indian Contract Act, 1872. 

Case Decision Reason 

(a) Valid There is no uncertainty as to the description of oil because the 

nature of X‟s trade indicated that this contract is for sale of 

coconut oil. 

(b) Valid There is no uncertainty because in this case the price fixed by Z 

shall be payable. 

(c) Void There is no certainty as to which of the two price shall be payable.  

(d) Void There is no certainty as to which of the two oils has been sold. 

 

Answer: 

(b) Section 3 of the Companies Act, 2013 states that a company may be formed for any 

lawful purpose by 7 or more persons in case of public company, 2 or more persons in 

case of private company and 1 person in case of a one person company. Hence, a 

company cannot be formed for an unlawful purpose or for carrying on illegal 

business. 

Section 9 of the Act further provides that from the date of incorporation mentioned 

in the certificate of incorporation, such subscribers to the memorandum and all other 

persons, as may from time to time, become members of the company, shall be a 

body corporate capable of exercising all the functions of an incorporated company 

under this Act. Under this Act a company can be formed for a lawful purpose. Hence, 

a company cannot be formed in the first place for an illegal business activity. 

In the present case the Registrar was at fault in issuing the certificate of 

incorporation but the issue of the certificate of incorporation does not give the 

company the right to do illegal business. 

On applying the above provisions in the present problem, the company‟s contention 

is wrong. Though a certificate of incorporation is a conclusive evidence of its 

formation and existence,, it does not render its illegal objectives as legal. In 

Bowman v. Secular Society Ltd., the court held that the statute does not provide 

that all or any of the objects specified in the memorandum, if otherwise illegal, would 

be rendered legal by the certificate. Therefore, the contention of the company that 

the nature of business cannot be gone into after the certificate of incorporation has 

been obtained is not tenable. Moreover, the illegality of its objects is adequate 

grounds for the Registrar to rectify his gross mistake and suo motto take necessary 

steps to cancel the certificate of incorporation. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Fitness of Cloth: As per  the  provision  of Section  16(1)  of the  Sale  of Goods 

Act, 1930, an implied condition in a contract of sale that an article is fit for a 

particular purpose only arises  when  the purpose for which the goods are supplied is 

known to  the seller, the buyer relied on the seller‟s skills or judgment and seller 

deals in the goods in his usual course of business.  
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 In this case, the cloth supplied is capable of being applied to a variety of purposes, 

the buyer should have told the seller the specific purpose for which he required the 

goods. But he did not do so. Therefore, the implied condition as to the fitness for 

the purpose does not apply.  Hence, the buyer will not succeed in getting any 

remedy from the seller under the Sale of Goods Act, 1930. 
 

Answer 2 : 

(a) Distinction between LLP and Limited Liability Company (LLC) 

 Basis LLP LLC 

1. Regulating Act The LLP Act, 2008. The Companies Act, 2013. 

2. Members/Partners The persons who contribute to LLP 
are known as partners of the LLP. 

The persons who invest the 
money in the shares are known 
as members of the company. 

3. Internal governance 
structure 

The internal governance structure 
of a LLP is governed by agreement 
between the partners. 

The internal governance structure 
of a company is regulated by 
statute (i.e., Companies Act, 
2013). 

4. Name Name of the LLP to contain the 
word “Limited Liability 
partnership” or “LLP” as suffix. 

Name  of  the  public  company  
to contain  the  word  “limited”  
and Private company to contain 
the word“ Private limited” as 
suffix. 

5. Number of members/ 
partners 

Minimum – 2 members  
Maximum – No such limit on the 

members in the Act. The members 
of the LLP can be individuals/or 
body corporate through the 
nominees. 

Private company: 
Minimum – 2 members 

Maximum – 200 members 
Public company: 
Minimum – 7 members 
Maximum – No such limit on the 
members. 
Members can be organizations, 
trusts, another business form or 
individuals. 

6. Liability of members/ 
partners 

Liability of a partners is limited to 
the extent of agreed contribution 
except in case of willful fraud. 

Liability of a member is limited to 
the amount unpaid on the shares 
held by them. 

7. Management The business of the company 
managed by the partners including 
the designated partners 
authorized in the agreement. 

The affairs of the company are 
managed by board of directors 
elected by the shareholders. 

8. Minimum  number  of 
directors/ designated 
partners 

Minimum 2 designated partners. Private Co. – 2 directors 
Public Co. – 3 directors 

 

Answer: 

(b) As per the provisions of section 24 of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930, when goods are 

delivered to the buyer on approval or “on sale or return" or other similar terms, the 

property therein passes to the buyer- 

(a) when the buyer signifies his approval or acceptance to the seller or does any 

other act adopting the transaction; 

(b) if he does not signify his approval or acceptance to the seller but retains the 

goods without giving notice of rejection, then, if a time has been fixed for 

the return of the goods, on the expiration of such time, and, if no time has 

been fixed, on the expiration of a reasonable time; or 

(c) he does something to the good which is equivalent to accepting the goods 

e.g. he pledges or sells the goods. 
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Referring to the above provisions, we can analyse the situation given in the question. 

Since, Mr. Joshi, who had taken delivery of the Motor car on Sale or Return basis 

and pledged the motor car to Mr. Ganesh, has attracted the third condition that he 

has done something to the good which is equivalent to accepting the goods e.g. he 

pledges or sells the goods. Therefore, the property therein (Motor car) passes to 

Mr. Joshi.  

Now in this situation, Ms. Preeti cannot claim back her Motor Car from Mr. Ganesh, 

but she can claim the price of the motor car from Mr. Joshi only. 
 

Answer 3: 

(a) Right of outgoing partner to carry on competing business (Section 36): 

 An outgoing partner can carry on business competing with that of the firm and he 

may advertise such business in any manner which he deems fit.  

 But he cannot use the firm name, Represent himself as carrying on the old 

business, and Solicit the customers of the old firm.    

 A retiring partner may agree with the existing partners not to carry on a similar 

business within a specified period or within specified local limits. Such an 

agreement will not be in restraint of trade if the restraint is reasonable.  

Right of outgoing partner to share subsequent profits (Section 37) 

 Where any partner has died or ceased to be a partner, and the surviving or 

continuing partners carry on the business of the firm with the property of the firm 

without any final settlement of accounts as between them then the outgoing 

partner or his estate, the or his representative has following options:  

a) The right to such share of the profit made since he ceased to be a partner 

as may be attributable to the use of his share of the property of the firm  

Or 

b) To interest @ 6% per annum on the amount of his share in the property of 

the firm. 
 

(b) BREACH OF CONTRACT: DAMAGES: Section 73 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 

lays down that when a contract has been broken the party who suffers by such 

breach is entitled to receive from the party who has broken the contract 

compensation for any loss or damage caused to him thereby which naturally arose in 

the usual course of things from such breach or which the parties knew when they 

made the contract to be likely to result from the breach of it. 

The leading case on this point is “Hadley v. Baxendale” in which it was decided by 

the Court that the special circumstances under which the contract was actually made 

were communicated by the plaintiff to the defendant, and thus known to both the 

parties to the contract, the damages resulting from the breach of such contract 

which they would reasonably contemplate, would be the amount of injury which 

would ordinarily follow from the breach of contract under these special circumstances 

so known and communicated. 

The problem asked in this question is based on the provisions of Section 73 of the 

Indian Contract Act, 1872. In the instant case „X‟ had intimated to „Z‟ that he was 

purchasing water bottles from him for the purpose of performing his contract with 

„Y‟. Thus, „Z‟ had the knowledge of the special circumstances. Therefore, „X‟ is 

entitled to claim from „Z‟Rs. 500/- at the rate of 0.50 paise i.e. 1000 water bottles x 

0.50 paise (difference between the procuring price of water bottles and contracted 

selling price to „Y‟ ) being the amount of profit „X‟ would have made by the 

performance of his contract with „Y‟. 

If „X‟ had not informed „Z‟ of „Y‟s contract then the amount of damages would have 

been the difference between the contract price and the market price on the day of 

default. In other words, the amount of damages would be Rs. 750/- (i.e. 1000 water 

bottles x 0.75 paise) 
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Answer 4: 

(a) PASSING OF PROPERTY IN CASE OF UNASCERTAINED GOODS : 

In case of a contract for the sale of unascertained or future goods, ownership passes 

to the buyer when goods are ascertained. 

The rules in Respect of Passing of Property of Unascertained Goods are as 

Follows:  

(1) Goods by Description: In this case property passes to the buyer when the 

goods are appropriated to the contract either by the seller with the assent 

of the buyer or by the buyer with the assent of the seller.  

(2) Delivery to the carrier: Where the seller does not reserve the right of 

disposal of the property in the goods will pass to the buyer as soon as the 

goods are delivered to the  carrier or any other sort of bailee, for the 

purpose of transmission to the buyer.  

Appropriation of goods:  

Appropriation of goods involves selection of goods with the intention of using them in 

performance of the contract and with the mutual consent of the seller and the buyer.  

The essentials are:  

(a) The goods should conform to the description and quality stated in the 

contract.  

(b) The goods must be in a deliverable state.  

(c) The goods must be unconditionally (as distinguished from an intention to 

appropriate) appropriated to the contract either by delivery to the buyer or 

his agent or the carrier.  

(d) The appropriation must be made by:  

(i) the seller with the assent of the buyer; or  

(ii) the buyer with the assent of the seller.  

(e) The assents may be express or implied.  

(f) The assent may be given either before or after appropriation.  

 

Answer 

(b) As regards the question whether in the case of a registered firm (whose business 

was carried on after its dissolution by death of one of the partners), a suit can be 

filed by the remaining partners in respect of any subsequent dealings or transactions 

without notifying to the Registrar of Firms, the changes in the constitution of the 

firm, it was decided that the remaining partners should sue in respect of such 

subsequent dealings or transactions even though the firm was not registered again 

after such dissolution and no notice of the partner was given to the Registrar. 

 

The test applied in these cases was whether the plaintiff satisfied the only two 

requirements of Section 69 (2) of the Act namely,  

(i) the suit must be instituted by or on behalf of the  firm which had been 

registered; 

(ii) the person suing had been shown as partner in the register of firms. In view of 

this position of law, the suit is in the case by B and C against X in the name and 

on behalf of A & Co. is maintainable. 

Where a new partner is introduced, the fact is to be notified to Registrar who shall 

make a record of the notice in the entry relating to the firm in the Register of firms. 

Therefore, the firm cannot sue as D‟s (new partner‟s) name has not been entered in 

the register of firms. It was pointed out that in the second requirement, the phrase 

“person suing” means persons in the sense of individuals whose names appear in the 

register as partners and who must be all partners in the firm at the date of the suit. 
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Answer 5: 

(a) The offer should be distinguished from an invitation to offer. An offer is definite and 

capable of converting an intention in to a contract. Whereas an invitation to an offer 

is only a circulation of an offer, it is an attempt to induce offers and precedes a 

definite offer. Where a party, without expressing his final willingness, proposes 

certain terms on which he is willing to negotiate, he does not make an offer, but 

invites only the other party to make an offer on those terms. This is the basic 

distinction between offer and invitation to offer. 

The display of articles with a price in it in a self-service shop is merely an invitation 

to offer. It is in no sense an offer for sale, the acceptance of which constitutes a 

contract. In this case, Ms. Lovely by selecting the dress and approaching the 

shopkeeper for payment simply made an offer to buy the dress selected by her.  

If the shopkeeper does not accept the price, the interested buyer cannot compel him 

to sell. So Ms Lovely can't compel seller to sell the dress.  

 

Answer: 

(b) Meaning of Guarantee Company: Where it is proposed to register a company with 

limited liability, the choice before its promoters is either to limit their liability by the 

value of shares purchased by them or by limiting their liability by the amount of 

guarantees given by them. Section 2 (21) of the Companies Act, 2013 defines a 

Company Limited by Guarantee as a company having the liability of its members 

limited by the memorandum to such amount as the members may respectively 

undertake to contribute to the assets of the company in the event of its being wound 

up. 

Thus, the liability of the members of a guarantee company is limited to a stipulated 

amount in terms of individual guarantees given by members and mentioned in the 

memorandum. The members cannot be called upon to contribute more than such 

stipulated amount for which each member has given a guarantee in the 

memorandum of association. The articles of association of such company shall state 

the number of members with which the company isto be registered. 

 

Similarities and dis-similarities between the Guarantee Company and the 

Company having share capital: The common features between a “guarantee 

company” and the “company having share capital” are legal entity and limited 

liability. In case of a company limited by shares, the liability of its members is limited 

to the amount remaining unpaid on the shares held by them. Both these type of 

companies have to state this fact in their memorandum that the members‟ liability is 

limited. 

However, the dissimilarities between a „guarantee company‟ and „company limited by 

shares‟ is that in the former case the members will be called upon to discharge their 

liability only after commencement of the winding up of the company and only to the 

extent of amounts guaranteed by them respectively; whereas in the case of a 

company limited by shares, the members may be called upon to discharge their 

liability at any time, either during the life of the company or during the course of its 

winding up and the amount payable by the members will be limited to the unpaid 

amount on shares held by them respectively. 

Further to note, the Supreme Court in Narendra Kumar Agarwal vs. SarojMaloo 

(1995) 6 SC C 114 has laid down that the right of a guarantee company to refuse to 

accept the transfer by a member of his interest in the company is on a different 

footing than that of a company limited by shares. The membership of a guarantee 

company may carry privileges much different from those of ordinary shareholders in 

companies limited by shares. 
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It is also clear from the definition of the guarantee company that it does not raise its 

initial working funds from its members. Therefore, such a company may be useful 

only where no working funds are needed or where these funds can be had from other 

sources like endowment, fees, charges, donations etc. 

 

Answer 6: 

(a) Parties must intend to create legal obligations: There must be an intention on 

the part of the parties to create legal relationship between them. Social or domestic 

type of agreements are not enforceable in court of law and hence they do not result 

into contracts. But it will make a valid contract if it is out of natural loves affection 

and agreement is in writing signed & registered.   

In the given question, Mr. Ramesh promised to pay Rs. 50,000 to his wife so that 

she can spend the same on her birthday. However, subsequently, Mr. Ramesh failed 

to fulfill the promise, for which Mrs. Lali wants to file a suit against Mr. Ramesh. 

Here, in the given circumstance wife will be able to recover the amount as it was out 

of natural loves affection and the agreement is in writing, signed and registered and 

there is nearby relationship between the parties. 

 

Answer: 

(b) The meaning of the term ultra vires is simply “beyond (their) powers”. The legal 

phrase “ultra vires” is applicable only to acts done in excess of the legal powers of 

the doers.   

In consequence, any act done or a contract made by the company which travels 

beyond the powers not only of the directors but also of the company is wholly void 

and inoperative in law and is therefore not binding on the company. 

If the ultra vires loan has been utilised in meeting lawful debt of the company then 

the lender steps into the shoes of the debtor paid off and consequently he would be 

entitled to recover his loan to that extent from the company.  

The leading case through which this doctrine was enunciated is that of Ashbury 

Railway Carriage and Iron Company Limited v. Riche-(1875). 

The facts of the case are: 

The main objects of a company were: 

(a) To make, sell or lend on hire, railway carriages and wagons; 

(b) To carry on the business of mechanical engineers and general contractors. 

The directors of the company entered into a contract with Riche, for financing the 

construction of a railway line in Belgium, and the company further ratified this act of 

the directors by passing a special resolution. The company however, repudiated the 

contract as being ultra-vires. And Riche brought an action for damages for breach of 

contract. His contention was that the contract was well within the meaning of the 

word general contractors and hence within its powers. Moreover it had been ratified 

by a majority of share-holders. However, it was held by the Court that the contract 

was null and void. It said that the terms general contractors was associated with 

mechanical engineers, i.e. it had to be read in connection with the company‟s main 

business. 

The whole position regarding the doctrine of ultra vires can be summed up as: 

(i) When an act is performed, which though legal in itself, is not authorized by 

the object clause of the memorandum, or by the statute, it is said to be 

ultravires the company, and hence null and void.  

(ii) An act which is ultravires, the company cannot be ratified even by the 

unanimous consent of all the shareholders. 

(iii) An act which is ultravires the directors, but intravires the company can be 

ratified by the members of the company through a resolution passed at a 

general meeting. 
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(iv) If an act is ultravires the Articles, it can be ratified by altering the Articles 

by a Special Resolution at a general meeting. 

However, the disadvantages of this doctrine outweigh its main advantage, namely to 

provide protection to the shareholders and creditors. Although it may be useful to 

members in restraining the activities of the directors, it is only a nuisance in so far as 

it prevents the company from changing its activities in a direction which is agreed by 

all. Again, the purpose of doctrine of ultra vires has been defeated as now the object 

clause can be easily altered, by passing just a special resolution of the shareholders. 

 
PAPER : BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING 

 

The Question Paper comprises of 5 questions of 10 marks each.  
Question No. 7 is compulsory. Out of questions 8 to 11, attempt any three. 

 

 

SECTION-B : BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING (40 MARKS) 

 

Answer 7: 
(a) 1.  A   

2.  D  

3.  B  

4. B  

5. C 

 

Answer: 

(b) Antonyms 
 1.  A  

2.  B 

 

Answer: 

(c) The Characteristics of Effective Communication: 

 Communication for humans is akin to breathing. From the first cry of the baby to the 

last breath of a person, communication is an essential part of life. However, good 

communication is an art that has be developed and honed. Effective communicators 

practice every aspect of the skill frequently. 

 It is a fact that our everyday communication is often marred by confusion, 

misunderstandings, misconceptions, partial understanding and obscurity. Thus, 

several aspects must keep in mind while interacting with others for our 

communication to convey the intended message. 

1. Clear: Any spoken or written communication should state the purpose of 

message clearly. The language should be simple. Sentences ought to be short 

as the core message is lost in long, convoluted sentences. Each idea or point 

must be explained in a separate bulleted points or paragraphs. Make it easy 

for the reader to grasp the intent of the communiqué. 

2. Concise: Brevity is the essence of business communication. No one has the 

time to read long drawn out essays. Besides, the core content is lost in 

elaborate details. Avoid using too many irrelevant words or adjectives, for 

example, „you see‟, „I mean to say‟, etc. Ensure that there are no repetitions 

3. Concrete: The content of your communiqué should be tangible. Base it on 

facts and figures. Abstract ideas and thoughts are liable to misinterpretation. 

Make sure that there is just sufficient detail to support your case/ argument 

and bring focus to the main message 
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4. Coherent: Coherence in writing and speech refers to the logical bridge 

between words, sentences, and paragraphs. Main ideas and meaning can be 

difficult for the reader to follow if the writer jumps from one idea to another 

and uses contradictory words to express himself. The key to coherence is 

sequentially organized and logically presented information which is easily 

understood. All content under the topic should be relevant, interconnected 

and present information in a flow. 

5. Complete: A complete communication conveys all facts and information 

required by the recipient. It keeps in mind the receiver‟s intellect and attitude 

and conveys the message accordingly. A complete communication helps in 

building the company‟s reputation, aids in better decision making as all 

relevant and required information is available with the receiver. 

6. Courteous: Courtesy implies that the sender is polite, considerate, 

respectful, open and honest with the receiver. The sender of the message 

takes into consideration the viewpoints and feelings of the receiver of the 

message. Make sure nothing offensive or with hidden negative tone is 

included. 

7. Listening for Understanding: We are bombarded by noise and sound in all 

our waking hours. We „hear‟ conversations, news, gossip and many other 

forms of speech all the time. However, most of it is not listened to carefully 

and therefore, not understood, partially understood or misunderstood. A good 

listener does not only listen to the spoken words, but observes carefully the 

nonverbal cues to understand the complete message. He absorbs the given 

information, processes it, understands its context and meaning and to form 

an accurate, reasoned, intelligent response. 

 The listener has to be objective, practical and in control of his emotions. Often 

the understanding of a listener is coloured by his own emotions, judgments, 

opinions, and reactions to what is being said. While listening for 

understanding, we focus on the individual and his agenda. A perceptive 

listener is able to satisfy a customer and suggest solutions as per the needs 

of the client 

8. Focus and Attention: Everyday work environment has multiple activities 

going on simultaneously. The ringing of the phone, an incoming email, or a 

number of tasks requiring your attention, anxiety related to work, emotional 

distress etc. can distract you. Such distractions are detrimental to the 

communication process with an individual or a group of people. You may 

overlook or completely miss important points or cues in the interaction. Thus, 

keeping your focus and attention during  the  communiqué  is imperative for 

effective communication. 

9. Emotional Awareness and Control: “Human behavior is not under the sole 

control of emotion or deliberation but results from the interaction of these two 

processes,” Loewenstein said. 

 However, emotions play a major role in our interactions with other people. 

They are a powerful force that affect our perception of reality regardless of 

how hard we try to be unbiased. In fact, intense emotions can undermine a 

person‟s capacity for rational decision-making, even when the individual is 

aware of the need to make careful decisions. 

 Consequently, emotional awareness is a necessary element of good 

communication. While interacting with another person or a group, it is 

important to understand the emotions you and he/ she/ they are bringing to 

the discussion. Managing your own and others emotions and communicating 

keeping in mind the emotional state of others helps in smooth interaction and 

breakdown of the communication process. 
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Answer 8:  

(a) Value points. 

(a) Correct receiver E-mail Id. 

(b) Subject should be catchy/highlighted and relevant. 

(c) Salutation, mention both –Dear Sir/Ma‟am,. 

(d) Opening paragraph state the offer. 

(e) Offer special discount to an old valued customer. 

(f) Detail you trendy, stylish and durable products and affirm that you are the 

first in the industry to introduce these state of art products. 

(g) Be persuasive in convincing customer to be the first to use the products and 

and thus attract clientele. 

(h) Mention your website where the wide range of products can be viewed. 

(i) Request to place order at the earliest. 

 

Answer: 

(b) Barriers in communication: 

 Physical Barriers 

 Cultural Barriers 

 Language Barriers 

 Technology Barriers 

 Emotional Barriers 

 Technology Barriers: Being a technology driven world, all communication is 

dependent on good and extensive use of technology.  However, there might arise 

technical issues, like server crash, overload of information etc. which lead to 

miscommunication or no communication at all. 

 Language Barriers: It‟s a cosmopolitan set up, where people of different 

nationalities move from their home to other countries for work. As a result, it is 

difficult to have a common language for communication. Hence, diversity gives rise 

to many languages and it acts as a barrier at times. 

 

Answer:  
(c) Direct Indirect Speech: 

 (i) Ram said he didn‟t believe him. 

 (ii) The stranger required where I lived. 

 

Answer 9: 

(a) Unemployment: No longer India‟s economy capital:  

Hints: 

 The world economies facing 2 major challenges- unemployment and poverty. 

 Financial crisis caused by unemployment leads to an overall purchasing power 

resulting in poverty followed by an increasing burden of debt. 

 In India, the problems of underemployment, unemployment and poverty have  

always been the main hindrances to economic development. 

 Another colossal problem is the large population. 

 A critical aspect is the regional disparity. 

 Mass migration from rural to urban regions is adding to the problems of 

unemployment and poverty. 

 Economic reforms, changes in the industrial policy and better utilization of 

available resources will reduce the problem. 

 The government must initiate long term measures for poverty alleviation. 
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Answer: 

(b) Vertical Network and Wheel & Spoke Network: 

Vertical Network Wheel and Spoke Network 

A formal network. It is usually between a 

higher ranking employee and a 

subordinate. 

A network with a single controlling 

authority who gives instructions and 

orders to all employees working under 

him/her. 

A two way communication happens Two way communication happens but 

useful only in small organizations. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Active to Passive 

 (i) The layman was being helped by some students. 

 (ii) The work will be finished by Ram tomorrow. 

 

Answer 10: 

(a) Date: Jan 2, 2019 

Venue: Conference Hall, 3rd Floor  

Meeting started at 11 : 00 AM. 

In attendance: Mr. BNM Managing Director, Mr. ASD Head , Sales and Marketing, Mr. 

FGH, Product Head, Mr. JKL Plant Head, two Senior Consultants from QWE 

Consulting and Market Research, three members of the Sales team 

Mr. FGH, Product Head 

 Introduced the agenda 

 Demonstrated the prototype of the new product 

 Explained the utility and target customers 

 Existing Variants in the market vs variants to be  introduced  by the  company 

in  6 months time 

Mr. JKL, Plant Head 

 Discussed preparedness for mass manufacturing of the new product 

 Discussed potential vendors to manufacture the variants 

Mr. VBN Senior Consultant, QWE Consulting and Market Research 

 Discussed marketing strategy for product launch 

 Discussed media advertising for product promotion 

Mr. ASD Head, Sales and Marketing, Mr. RTY Executive, Sales Team 

 Presented the estimated demand and sales figures for first quarter (initial 3 

months after launch) 

 Discussed feedback received from the sample customers 

All the participants consented to submit their observations and reports to Mr. BNM 

Managing Director, Mr. ASD Head, Sales and Marketing. 

The Head of Sales and Marketing proposed a vote of thanks and declared the next 

meeting to discuss reports to be held on Feb 4, 2019. 

ATR to be submitted by 25 Jan, 2019 to the Head of Sales and Marketing. 

 

Answer:  
(b) Synonyms 

 1.  C  

2.  A  

3.  B 

 

{Each 
1 Mark} 

{Each 
Point  
1/2  

Mark} 

{Each 
1 Mark} 

{11/2 M} {11/2 M} 
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Answer: 
(c) Antonyms  

 1.  D  

2.  B  

 

Answer 11: 

(a) Writing Formal Letters and Official Communication 

XYZ Electronics  

New Delhi. 

 Date: 20th Dec, 2018 

 

 Manager, Customer Care  

XYZ Electronics 

 New Delhi. 

 Dear Sir/Ma‟am 

 Sub: Complaint regarding the printer model CanXR 0987, Invoice No: Prin/Can 

 XR/6-12-2018. 

 

 This is regarding the printer that I bought on Dec 6, 2018. After installation, it 

worked fine for a few days. But lately every time a print command is given, it paper 

gets stuck and the scanning/photocopying option is not working at all.  Please send 

your executive to examine the problem and rectify it at the earliest or get it 

replaced. I had bought the equipment to take print-outs at home for an urgent 

project work submission. 

 I request you to look into the problem urgently and send the expert tomorrow 

evening by 7PM. You can send the name and mobile number of the executive at my 

number XXXXXXXXXX. Looking forward to a prompt response. 

  

(Signed)  

 ABC 

 

Answer: 
(b) Passive to Active 

(1) Fire destroyed the factory. 

(2) Rajat is eating the cake. 

(3) Women led a conservative lifestyle in olden days. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Idioms 

 (1) Option c 

 (2) Option a 

 

 

 

 

*** 

 

{Each 
2 Mark} 

{Each 
3 Mark} 

{1 M} 

{2 M} 

{1 M} 

{1 M} 

{Each 
1 Mark} 


